Abstract Purpose: A significant number of women with serous ovarian cancer are intrinsically refractory to platinum-based treatment. We analyzed somatic DNA copy number variation and gene expression data to identify key mechanisms associated with primary resistance in advancedstage serous cancers. Experimental Design: Genome-wide copy number variation was measured in 118 ovarian tumors using high-resolution oligonucleotide microarrays. A well-defined subset of 85 advanced-stage serous tumors was then used to relate copy number variation to primary resistance to treatment. The discovery-based approach was complemented by quantitative-PCR copy number analysis of 12 candidate genes as independent validation of previously reported associations with clinical outcome. Likely copy number variation targets and tumor molecular subtypes were further characterized by gene expression profiling. Results: Amplification of 19q12, containing cyclin E (CCNE1), and 20q11.22-q13.12, mapping immediately adjacent to the steroid receptor coactivator NCOA3, was significantly associated with poor response to primary treatment. Other genes previously associated with copy number variation and clinical outcome in ovarian cancer were not associated with primary treatment resistance. Chemoresistant tumors with high CCNE1 copy number and protein expression were associated with increased cellular proliferation but so too was a subset of treatment-responsive patients, suggesting a cell-cycle independent role for CCNE1 in modulating chemoresponse. Patients with a poor clinical outcome without CCNE1 amplification overexpressed genes involved in extracellular matrix deposition. Conclusions: We have identified two distinct mechanisms of primary treatment failure in serous ovarian cancer, involving CCNE1 amplification and enhanced extracellular matrix deposition. CCNE1 copy number is validated as a dominant marker of patient outcome in ovarian cancer.
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Standard of care for women with advanced-stage ovarian cancer involves primary cytoreductive surgery followed by adjuvant chemotherapy with a platinum-based agent, often regarded as the most active component, and a taxane (1) . Although response rates to first-line treatment are high, 20% to 25% of cases relapse during or soon after the cessation of primary therapy (2) . The ability to predict treatment response and the development of therapies to counter primary chemoresistance are key goals of ovarian cancer research. Known platinum-resistance mechanisms include reduced drug delivery to target DNA and failure of cells to initiate cell death in response to platinum-induced DNA damage, due to defects in DNA damage recognition, repair, and apoptosis (3). However, most mechanistic studies on platinum resistance have been done using in vitro cell models and few have been shown to be relevant in the clinical setting (3) .
Chromosomal aberrations reflect oncogene activation and loss of tumor suppressor genes (4) , and global surveys of DNA gain or loss have been considered a fertile area to search for determinants of chemoresistance and survival in ovarian cancer. Comparative genomic hybridization on metaphase spreads (5, 6) has been superseded by higher-resolution array comparative genomic hybridization using large mapped insert clones (7, 8) or oligonucleotide probes (9) . Although a number of chromosomal regions (6 -8, 10, 11) and individual genes, including FGF1 (9), EVI1 (12), CCNE1 (13, 14) , PRKCI (15), RSF1 (16), RAB25 (17), BRCA1 (18) , ERBB2 (19, 20) , MUC1 (21), IGF2R (22) , ZNF217 (23) , and MYC (24), have reported copy number variation linked to patient outcome in ovarian cancer, most have not yet been validated in independent studies until now.
We did both a discovery and a validation study in a clinically well-characterized sample population of ovarian tumors, comprising the largest cohort to be analyzed by both copy number and gene expression microarrays to date. Highresolution oligonucleotide copy number analysis on 118 high-grade serous ovarian cancers, including 85 tumors representing a carefully selected patient cohort, were used to identify recurrent regions of genomic change associated with primary treatment response. In parallel, we did the first direct comparison of 12 genes previously associated with copy number variation and clinical outcome in ovarian cancer, using quantitative-PCR (qPCR).
Among six regions of copy number variation that were differentially altered in patients with either a good or poor response to primary treatment, we show that amplification of 19q12, associated with CCNE1, and 20q13, mapped immediately adjacent to NCOA3, was significantly associated with chemoresistance.
Importantly, CCNE1 was the only previously reported copy number variation associated with poor outcome in ovarian cancer validated as a marker for primary chemoresistance. We also identify a group of chemoresistant cases without CCNE1 amplification or increased cellular proliferation, which are characterized by increased expression of extracellular matrixrelated genes. These data imply that patients without CCNE1 amplification and a poor response to treatment follow a distinct molecular pathway to those cases with CCNE1 amplification, possibly involving extracellular matrix deposition from activated stroma.
Materials and Methods
Patients. The study population consisted of 118 patients diagnosed with epithelial ovarian, primary peritoneal, or fallopian tube cancer from 1988 to 2005 (Supplementary Table S1 ). Primary treatment failure occurs in a minority of patients and is influenced by the adequacy of surgical debulking. We therefore preselected a cohort of patients from four studies to obtain adequate numbers of responsive and resistant patients in our cohort: the Australian Ovarian Cancer Study (25) , Westmead Hospital (Sydney, Australia), Haukeland University Hospital of Bergen (Bergen, Norway), and Jikei University (Tokyo, Japan). This project had institutional ethics review board approval at all participating centers.
Clinical treatment and definitions. Patients underwent laparotomy for diagnosis, staging, and tumor debulking, and subsequently received first-line platinum-based chemotherapy. Tumor material for the study was excised at the time of primary surgery, prior to the administration of chemotherapy. Surgical staging was assessed in accordance with Fédération Internationale des Gynaecologistes et Obstetristes (FIGO) classification. Optimal debulking was defined as V1 cm (diameter) residual disease, and suboptimal debulking was >1 cm (diameter) residual disease.
A subset of 85 cases selected from the total cohort of 118 tumors was used to investigate response to therapy and survival (Table 1) . The ''clinical cohort'' included cases that had stage III or IV serous invasive disease and received treatment including a platinum-based agent, carboplatin or cisplatin, administered without delay (within 6 wk of surgery) and completed adequately (z4 cycles of platinum) unless disease progression was evident while on first-line treatment. Patients who had received neoadjuvant chemotherapy were excluded.
The cohort was further stratified into platinum-''resistant'' and treatment-''responsive'' patients based on progression-free interval. Less than 6 mo to disease progression was chosen as an end point to define resistant cases due to its clinical relevance in identifying platinumresistant disease (1) . Resistant cases either progressed on primary treatment, had stable disease (evidenced by persistently elevated CA125), or had a partial or complete CA125 response and relapsed within 6 mo from the end of primary chemotherapy.
Given that suboptimal debulking can contribute to rapid disease progression (26) , any case with >2 cm residual disease or unknown debulking status was excluded from the resistant group. Treatmentresponsive patients had a complete pathologic response and/or no evidence of disease progression for a minimum of 9 mo from the end of primary treatment.
Progressive disease was determined based on CA125 marker and imaging according to Response Evaluation Criteria in Solid Tumors guidelines modified for ovarian cancer (27, 28) , or on clinical examination. Progression-free survival (PFS) was calculated as the interval between the end of primary treatment to disease progression; overall survival (OS) was defined as the time interval between the date of surgery and the date of death from any cause.
Histologic subtype and tumor grade (according to WHO criteria) were derived from the diagnostic pathology reports. Although central
Translational Relevance
Resistance to chemotherapy in women with advancedstage ovarian cancer is a major clinical problem. We describe two distinct molecular mechanisms of resistance that have future clinical relevance for response prediction and the development of novel therapeutic strategies. The key finding that CCNE1 (cyclin E) amplification is strongly associated with treatment-resistance in ovarian carcinomas is consistent with previous associations with poor survival reported for ovarian and other cancer types. Amplification status of CCNE1 therefore has potential for therapeutic exploitation, whereby patients carrying CCNE1 amplification may benefit from novel, cyclin-related targeted treatments. A second group of patients, exhibiting an alternative mode of resistance associated with host tissue elements and reactive stroma, is likely to benefit from therapeutic strategies that target different activation pathways.
pathology review of all cases was not done, H&E-stained sections flanking the fresh-frozen tissue used for nucleic acid extraction were reviewed by collaborating pathologists to assess cellular composition and confirm histology. Samples were only included if histology as assessed from the fresh-frozen slide review was consistent with the original pathology report.
Nucleic acid extraction. DNA was extracted from whole tumor tissue for samples with z80% neoplastic cells. For samples with <80% overall tumor cells, needle dissection of serial tumor sections was done to enrich for the epithelial fraction prior to DNA extraction. Needle-dissected samples were stained with cresyl-violet (Ambion) to facilitate morphologic distinction between tumor and stromal elements. Genomic DNA was extracted using a DNeasy kit (Qiagen) according to the manufacturer's protocol and quantified by spectrophotometry. Total RNA from whole tumor samples was isolated by phenol-chloroform extraction (Invitrogen) and purified using Qiagen RNeasy columns (Qiagen) according to the standard protocol. RNA quality was assessed using the Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent) prior to gene expression profiling.
Single nucleotide polymorphism mapping and expression microarrays. Affymetrix 50K XbaI single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) mapping arrays were used for genome-wide copy number analysis (29) . Affymetrix U133plus2.0 arrays were used to measure gene expression of 47,000 transcripts including 38,500 characterized genes. The mapping and expression array assays were done according to the manufacturer's protocol (Affymetrix). Further experimental details are given in Supplementary Methods. SNP microarray data analysis. Copy number variation frequency and amplitude (gain, amplification, single copy loss, or homozygous deletion) was examined to determine the significance of copy number variation using the Genomic Identification of Significant Targets in Cancer (GISTIC) method as described previously (30) . After microarray and copy number normalization steps were applied, a G score was generated for each SNP to assess copy number variation across all samples in the tumor set. A G score was calculated considering frequency of copy number change (f ) and mean copy number amplitude (c) equal to G i amp = f i amp x c i amp for amplifications and G i del = -f i del x c i del for deletions. The background distribution of random G scores was estimated by permutation testing of all marker labels and each G score then assigned a false discovery rate -corrected significance (q value). A q value cutoff of 0.25 was used to define significant regions of recurrent copy number variation. Within each region, the locus with minimal q value was also identified as the primary target or peak copy number variation, while allowing for one randomly aberrant sample that may have shifted the peak boundary (29) .
GISTIC analysis was then done on the treatment-responsive and treatment-resistant class tumors separately to identify copy number variations that were either unique to one group or varied in frequency or amplitude of copy number variation occurrence between classes. The difference in calculated G scores for each peak SNP (Gi) identified by GISTIC in either the treatment-responsive and/or treatment-resistant classes was calculated, where
Responsive . Each DG score was then assigned a false discovery rate -corrected DG significance (DG P value) by further permutation testing of all marker values to generate the expected chance or background distribution of DG scores. Peak copy number variation with DG P values < 0.05 were classified as differentially mapped peaks (DMP).
qPCR. SNP-based copy number was validated by qPCR on a subset of 52 cases for which DNA was available. PCR primers were designed using Primer3 (31) and selected to avoid known SNPs and not to amplify products with homology to other sequences (Supplementary  Table S2 ). To evaluate consistency of results, two independent primer sets were used to amplify each gene of interest, except for MYC and for MUC1/FGF1 on which previously published primer sequences were used (9, 21) . Real-time qPCR was done using SYBR Green qPCR on the 7900HT Fast Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems) as described in Supplementary Methods.
Expression microarray data analysis. Matched SNP and expression data were available for 52 samples. In addition, 37 samples that met our clinical criteria but were not assayed by SNP array had expression data available (25) . The combined data set (n = 89; Supplementary Table S3 ) was used to identify gene probe-sets within copy number variation regions with a significant correlation with clinical outcome. Transcription profiling was also used to further characterize molecular subtypes of chemoresistant patients as detailed in Supplementary Methods.
Immunohistochemistry. Immunohistochemistry was done according to standard protocols using antibodies against CCNE1 (Clone 13A3; LabVision) and Ki-67 (Clone MIB1; Dako) on tissue microarrays containing a subset of stage III/IV, serous tumors from the clinical cohort as defined above (see Supplementary Methods). Staining was assessed by a pathologist and images captured using an Olympus BX51 microscope.
Results
Significant regions of amplification and deletion in ovarian tumors. High-resolution analysis of a large cohort of tumors provided an unprecedented view of common copy number variation in ovarian cancer. Data were analyzed using a statistically-robust algorithm (GISTIC) that sequentially filters the data and creates a probabilistic estimate of the most significant regions of copy number variation and minimal or peak loci within each region, likely to contain ''driver'' oncogenes or tumor suppressors. GISTIC analysis includes a quality control step in which tumor samples with insignificant detectable copy number variation are removed from the analysis (30) . From an original cohort of 128, 10 samples were excluded from the final analysis due to suspected stromal contamination. Supplementary Fig. S1 shows summary information on copy number variation in the cohort of 118 cases, where regions of gain or loss are depicted according the significance of copy number variation accounting for copy number frequency and magnitude. Genome coordinates for each region of copy number variation in addition to the minimally targeted peak(s) are given in Supplementary Table  S4 . A total of 19 amplification peaks and 22 deletion peaks were identified. This study focused on regions of amplification associated with primary treatment failure; further analysis of potential driver genes in regions of amplification and deletion will be described elsewhere. Amplification of 19q12 and 20q11.22-q13.12 is significantly associated with primary chemoresistance. We next identified regions of copy number variation associated with clinical course following primary treatment (Fig. 1) . To ensure adequate numbers of cases to investigate primary treatment response, we carefully selected a cohort of primary invasive serous ovarian cancer patients of 33 poor-outcome (resistant) and 52 good-outcome (treatment-responsive) cases, obtained from Australian, Japanese, and Norwegian sample sets. The two groups were well balanced for prognostic features (patient age, FIGO stage, histopathologic grade, and extent of residual disease following debulking surgery), with no statistically significant difference between any tested variable except PFS and OS (Table 1) .
Copy number analysis done separately on the resistant and treatment-responsive samples identified a total of 20 amplification peaks and 20 deletion peaks in the responsive tumors, and 14 amplification peaks and 17 deletion peaks in the resistant class (Supplementary Tables S5 and S6 ).
The frequency and amplitude (G score) of each peak copy number variation was then compared between classes to identify genomic regions that were differentially amplified or deleted between response classes. We chose to focus only on the identified peak copy number variation (total of 71 distinct or overlapping peaks between both classes) as these regions were considered most likely to contain copy number variationtargeted genes important in tumorigenesis and disease progression. By using only peak SNPs, as opposed to all >50,000 SNP makers, we also limit detection of chance correlations with outcome variables associated multiple-hypothesis testing.
Six class-specific differentially mapped peaks (DMP) were defined ( Table 2 ). The two highest-ranking DMPs were amplification of 19q12 (incorporating CCNE1) and 20q11.22-q13.12 (immediately adjacent to NCOA3), which were more commonly associated with the resistant response class. Both 19q12 and 20q11.22-q13.12 copy numbers were also statistically significantly associated with survival (PFS and/or OS) in which time to clinical progression was considered as a continuous variable (Table 3) . Figure 2 shows the G score profile for chromosome 19 and chromosome 20 using all tumors and for each response class individually. The effect of class-specific tumor heterogeneity on G score values is evident for both DMP amplicons, where decreased G score values were observed in the combined analysis ( Fig. 2A and C) compared with an analysis of specific patient subgroups (Fig. 2B and D) .
To identify the most likely driver genes within the amplicons, gene expression values for all probes within the 19q12 and 20q11.22-q13.12 DMPs were correlated with PFS and OS. Genes that were significantly correlated (P < 0.05) with either PFS or OS are shown in Supplementary Table S7 . These include CCNE1, contained within the 19q12 amplicon, and NCOA3, although not within the peak, maps immediately distal (f0.7 Mb) to the 20q11.22-q13.12 amplicon.
In addition to identifying copy number associations between copy number and treatment response in identified peak copy number variations, we also directly tested copy number associations with PFS and OS of 12 literaturederived candidates previously associated with clinical course in ovarian cancer but which may not have been localized within significant peak copy number variation as determined by GISTIC analysis (Table 3) . Genes included amplification of CCNE1, also identified by our screen, in addition to ERBB2, FGF1, MDS1/EVI1, MUC1, MYC, PRKCI, RAB25, RSF1, ZNF217, and deletion of BRCA1 and IGF2R (Table 3) .
Gene copy number was estimated by SNP microarray using the copy number of SNPs within each gene or the two flanking SNP markers. Of the tested genes CCNE1 was significantly associated with shorter OS, consistent with its localization within the 19q12 DMP associated with the treatment-resistant class, and ZNF217 with shorter PFS and OS, despite not being associated with a primary treatment response group peak copy number variation specifically (Table 3) . Microarray-based copy number assessment of the two highest-ranking DMPs and the remaining literature-derived candidates were technically validated by qPCR (Table 3) . A high degree of concordance between SNP and qPCR data was observed for most genes (median Pearson correlation coefficient of f0.7), but FGF1 MUC1, PRKC1, and RAB25 showed Pearson coefficients of <0.5 ( Supplementary Fig. S2 ). The difference may relate to limitations of the microarray platform; although the 50K SNP arrays used in this study provided very high-resolution genome-wide analysis of copy number variation, coverage of all areas was not equal. For example, RAB25 and MUC1, both previously reported to be associated with copy number variation and clinical outcome in ovarian cancer (17, 21) , reside in regions with relatively poor SNP representation on the 50K SNP platform. Given these results, we also tested the association between qPCR-determined copy number of the four genes with clinical outcome to supplement data from the SNP-based analysis.
Copy number variation was shown for FGF1, MUC1, PRKC1, and RAB25 by qPCR, but their association with clinical outcome remained insignificant (Supplementary Table S8 ). In comparison with the SNP microarrays, qPCR analysis detected a substantially larger number of cases with amplification of the FGF1 and RAB25 loci. In contrast to previous findings (9), however, we still did not find an association between FGF1 amplification and outcome in our cohort. A trend towards amplification and resistance was evident for RAB25, but this did not reach statistical significance. It is possible that the smaller sample size used for the qPCR analysis, compared with the SNP experiments, may have adversely affected the ability to detect a significant association between copy number and outcome. The association between CCNE1 amplification and primary treatment resistance ranked as the most significant DMP associated with patient outcome and was consistent with previous studies (14) . We therefore sought to better understand the molecular changes in tumors harboring amplification of the CCNE1 locus and to contrast these with tumors from patients who had a poor response to treatment without CCNE1 amplification.
A total of 47 samples, of the 85 samples analyzed using SNP microarrays, were also evaluated by qPCR and gene expression arrays. Samples were segregated into four groups (A to D) according to CCNE1 amplification (as assessed by qPCR) and chemotherapy response status (Fig. 3A) . The observed statistical significance of CCNE1 amplification and poor treatment response was maintained in this sample subset (P < 0.001 by Fisher test; P < 0.01 association with PFS; Fig. 3A) . Pair-wise comparisons of gene expression were then made between the resistant groups (A and B) and the CCNE1-unamplified responsive group (C) using a signal-to-noise metric for all genes. The top-ranking genes were then analyzed for overrepresentation of genes according to biological processes and molecular function categories using PANTHER (Protein ANalysis THrough Evolutionary Relationships) classification (Supplementary Table S9 ; ref. 32) .
As expected, we found an enrichment of cell cycle -associated genes in samples with CCNE1 amplification (group A; Fig. 3A ) relative to cases with poor survival and no amplification of CCNE1. Figure 3B shows up-regulation of cell cycle -associated genes in the resistant samples with CCNE1 amplification using a cell cycle gene set obtained from Whitfield et al. (33) . Tumors from patients with a relatively good clinical outcome (group C; Fig. 3A ) seemed to include a heterogeneous population of tumors with respect to up-regulation of cell cycle genes. In cases without CCNE1 amplification but a short time to relapse, there was increased expression of genes with extracellular matrix structure, cell adhesion, and signaling molecular functions (group B; Fig. 3A ; Supplementary Table S9) .
Immunohistochemical staining of CCNE1 and Ki-67 are associated with specific tumor subtypes. Cyclin E and proliferation-related Ki-67 antigen immunohistochemical staining was done on tissue microarrays to provide protein level validation of CCNE1 gene amplification and its association with cellular proliferation. Examples of tumor tissue with low-and highlevel immunohistochemistry staining are shown in Fig. 3 , including CCNE1 amplification/chemoresponse groups A, B, and C. A significant difference among subtypes (A, B, and C) and degree of CCNE1 positively stained tumor nuclei (P < 0.02, Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test) was observed, with increased staining in tumors with CCNE1 gene amplification.
The degree of Ki-67 staining was similar between treatmentresistant (groups A and B combined) and treatment-responsive (group C) groups when directly compared (median staining of f40% in each class), suggesting no obvious association between cellular proliferation and chemoresponse. When samples were segregated further by CCNE1 amplification status, a trend similar to that observed by gene expression analysis of cell-cycle markers was seen. Figure 3D shows increased median staining of Ki-67 in the resistant samples with CCNE1 amplification (f55%) compared with those without CCNE1 gene amplification (f40%). Treatmentresponsive tumors seem to represent a heterogeneous population of tumors with or without increased cellular proliferation, with median Ki-67 staining similar to that of group B (CCNE1-unamplified, chemoresistant) tumors (f40%).
Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, our cohort of 118 cases provides the largest single sample set of ovarian cancers examined by high-resolution genome-wide copy number analysis to date, using 3-fold or more samples than most previous studies. We applied GISTIC, a novel approach to defining peak regions of genomic change, which has been shown to identify known oncogene and tumor suppressor gene loci with superior accuracy than other microarray analytical methods (30) . The data confirms copy number variation events previously identified in ovarian cancer, such as amplification regions containing CCNE1 (34), NOTCH3 (35), RSF1 (16), PRKCI (15), MDS1-EVI1 (12), and MYC (24), and deletions of WWOX (36) and RB1 (37) . Novel copy number aberrations identified included amplification of 1q23.3, containing NUF2 and PBX1; 6p23-p22.3, including the oncogene DEK; and 15q26.2-q26.3, containing the potential therapeutic target IGF1R. Detailed analysis of this global survey of gains and loss in ovarian cancer will be described elsewhere.
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To identify regions of copy number variation associated with primary treatment response, we explicitly chose a large group of cases with clinically defined response to primary treatment that were matched for stage, histology, grade, treatment regimen, and debulk status. Prior to deriving associations with clinical outcome variables, we had the option of either using the entire dataset to first define peak regions of copy number variation, or to define minimal regions of copy number variation for each response group separately. Separate analysis of response groups seems superior and makes sense intuitively, as heterogeneity between groups may obscure findings if the data are treated as a single entity. For example, analysis of the separate response cohorts identified a discrete peak near NCOA3 in the treatmentresistant group (Fig. 2D) , which has tentatively been linked to poor outcome in ovarian cancer (38) . This observation, however, was masked in the analysis of the entire 118 tumors, where the 20q peak was mapped to 20q13.31-q13.32, distal to NCOA3 (Fig. 2B and Supplementary Table S4 ).
This study seems to be the most robust analysis of primary response in ovarian cancer to date, incorporating highresolution genome-wide analysis, expression profiling, the use of significant numbers of cases, and explicit clinicopathologic criteria in a single combined approach. Although a number of previous studies of ovarian cancer have sought to relate copy number variation to clinical outcome, only two (5, 6) have involved similar numbers of serous cancers to this study and these utilized much lower resolution, metaphase comparative genomic hybridization analysis. Consistent with Staebler et al., we saw no evidence of a higher average number of chromosomal aberrations in resistant patients, with many regions such as 3q26 and 8q24 showing frequent but equivalent change in 11 Manuscript in preparation. Tables S5 and S6 ). The difference is most likely related to the larger size of the responsive cohort, allowing for the detection of additional low-frequency events.
In addition to our genome-wide discovery approach, we did the first head-to-head analysis of candidate genes associated with copy number variation and outcome in ovarian cancer as independent validation of previous findings. CCNE1 was the only candidate taken from the literature where copy number was specifically associated with primary chemoresistance in our sample population. Discrepancy may relate to variation in methods used to detect copy number variation such as the sensitivity or resolution of microarray platforms (9, 12, 15, 17) or approaches taken in sample preparation. For example, lasercapture microdissection (9) or immunomagnetic separation (16) may have improved the ability to detect copy number variation in some studies, whereas the use of only whole tumor material (15, 17) or a lower percentage tumor content cutoff for needle dissection (12) may have obscured molecular correlations with outcome. Some of the selected candidate genes had previously been shown to correlate with PFS and/or OS, rather than categorical response to primary treatment per se and therefore may not have been validated in this cohort. For example, ZNF217, previously associated with OS (23), was associated with both PFS and OS in our analysis but not platinum resistance specifically. Furthermore, studies often varied in response definitions and survival end points used to derive clinical associations. For example, whereas some investigators have used progression-free interval, others have used pathologic/clinical response after treatment to derive response status (19, 21) .
In this study, resistant cases had either progressive or stable disease during treatment or had a partial or complete CA125 response and relapsed within 6 months from the end of primary chemotherapy. When examined separately, there seemed to be no obvious distinction between these two modes of resistance and the presence of molecular prognostic markers (specifically, cyclin E amplification). However, as the number of samples from each category of resistance was low, a thorough statistical analysis could not be done.
SNP-based and qPCR copy number data were general highly concordant, although some differences were apparent that were primarily explained by poor representation of SNP markers in some regions (particularly for MUC1 and RAB25), preventing accurate quantification of specific genes using flanking SNP markers. In addition, consistent with previous reports (39), we found that the amplification amplitude was lower with SNP data (Supplementary Fig. S2 ). Saturation of the SNP array probes at high copy number and/or smoothing of SNP data resulting in compression of copy number values likely accounts for quantitative differences between the observed qPCR and SNP data. Related to this, it is notable that we did not observe a statistically significant value for PFS using SNP data as a continuous variable for CCNE1 (Table 3) although the association was clear using qPCR data. Specifically, all samples with high-level amplification of the CCNE1 gene as assessed by qPCR (log 2 ratio z2) were chemoresistant (Fig. 3A) . The difference may be explained by SNP copy number underestimation of high-level gains (Supplementary Fig. S2 ).
Expression profiling was used to identify likely gene targets in each DMP and to validate associations with PFS and OS in samples additional to those analyzed by SNP microarray. The magnitude of fold change between chemoresponse groups was, in most cases, moderate (<1.5; Supplementary Table S7) . This is probably due in part to the fact that mean gene expression differences between groups does not sufficiently account for molecular heterogeneity within groups, particularly where copy number variation occurs at low frequencies. We did, however, find analysis of gene expression associations with PFS and OS useful for narrowing down likely candidates for further validation studies.
Analysis of the SNP copy number data revealed amplifications associated with chemoresistance, involving two loci, each with highly relevant biological candidates within or near the mapped peak regions: CCNE1 and NCOA3. Previous overexpression of the steroid receptor coactivator NCOA3 (AIB1) in breast tumors, believed to interact with nuclear hormone receptors to enhance their transcriptional activity, has been shown to be significantly correlated with shorter PFS and OS (40) . In ovarian tumors, although a trend towards amplification and poor OS has been observed, statistical significance was not shown (38) . Interestingly, another potential target of 20q amplification including in our candidate gene screen, ZNF217, is located f1.2 Mb away from the chromosome 20 DMP containing NCOA3. The ZNF217 locus was not identified as a peak copy number variation significantly associated with platinum resistance in our cohort; in addition, it showed a lower statistical association with PFS and OS than NCOA3. Although it has been suggested that 20q involves a number of distinct amplicons (38) , our findings suggest that NCOA3 rather than ZNF217 is the more likely target of 20q amplification events associated with resistance, with increased gene expression also significantly correlated with shorter PFS and OS (Supplementary Table S7 ). Given the size of the mapped DMP amplicon on 20q (>10 Mb), however, it is possible that additional gene(s) within the mapped region are important in tumorigenesis and treatment response. Identification of other drivers requires further systematic functional characterization of all genes within this region.
CCNE1 functions as a regulatory subunit of CDK2 essential for G 1 to S-phase transition and DNA replication, in addition to playing a role in apoptosis and chromosomal instability in tumor cells (41) . CyclinE-cdk2 act through phosphorylation of substrates involved in G 1 progression, S-phase entry, and centrosome duplication, in addition to having kinase-independent functions involving loading mini-chromosome maintenance proteins onto replication origins, as quiescent cells enter the cell cycle (42) .
CCNE1 gene amplification has been identified as a mechanism of overexpression in ovarian tumors with a direct correlation with poor outcome in this and previous studies (13, 14) , although it had not been explicitly associated with primary treatment resistance until now. Previous studies associating CCNE1 with poor outcome in ovarian cancer involved samples drawn from the US Gynecological Oncology Group bank (14) and from German patients (13) . Our study included patients from Australia, Norway, and Japan. Collectively, these findings indicate that CCNE1 amplification is likely to be a marker of primary treatment failure and poor outcome in patients from diverse ethnic backgrounds.
Although the independent identification of the CCNE1 amplicon in these studies suggests that is the dominant region of copy number gain associated with poor outcome in ovarian cancer, the mechanism of resistance is unclear. We find that CCNE1 amplification led to expression of cell cycle -associated genes. Accelerated repopulation of tumor cells after treatment is a potential mechanism of treatment failure (43) that may be facilitated by CCNE1 amplification in cells ''hard-wired'' for increased proliferative capacity. However, we also see increased expression of cell cycle genes in the treatment-responsive primary tumors. In addition, increased proliferation, including via forced expression of CCNE1 in ovarian cells in vitro (44) , has previously been linked to chemosensitivity rather than chemoresistance (45, 46) . Taken together, these seemingly contradictory findings suggest that cellular proliferation alone may not account for response to chemotherapy. Recently, CCNE1 has been reported to have a role in mediating asymmetric cell division, specifying cell fate and, importantly, in driving stem cell self-renewal, independent of its activity in cellular proliferation (47, 48) . Enhanced self-renewal may provide a novel mechanism for treatment failure in patients with tumors bearing a CCNE1 amplification.
Although there was no statistically significant difference in grade between resistant and responsive groups, we note that four cases of grade 1 serous carcinoma were included in the responsive group (Table 1) . Interestingly, one low-grade sample represented in the resistant group contained a CCNE1 amplification and is represented in group A (Fig. 3) , suggesting that CCNE1 amplification and poor outcome are not exclusive to high-grade tumors.
By applying gene expression analysis to samples from resistant patients without CCNE1 amplification, we were able define a distinct molecular subtype of resistant cases characterized by increased extracellular matrix -associated markers. This finding is consistent with our recent analysis of serous tumors that identified a molecular subtype characterized by extracellular matrix, matrix remodeling, and stromal response that was strongly associated with desmoplastic response and poor survival (25) . A florid stromal reaction may reflect a host response aimed at containing an aggressive tumor or, alternatively, may directly participate in driving tumor growth (49) . Recent findings also indicate that collagen deposition and tumor microenvironment may play a direct role in chemoresistance (50) .
In conclusion, we have highlighted biologically aggressive tumors with CCNE1 or NCOA3 amplifications and the role of extracellular matrix in strongly influencing clinical chemoresistance. Given that CCNE1 amplification seems to be consistently associated with short response time (our study) and poor survival (our findings and others), priority should be placed on determining the appropriateness of directing patients carrying CCNE1 amplification for trials with novel treatments, either directly targeting CCNE1 or downstream pathway members. Furthermore, non -tumor-centric modes of resistance associated with host tissue elements, such as the extracellular matrix or activated stroma, may require alternative therapeutic strategies.
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